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“Comprehensive estate plan allows you to answer a number 
of vital questions that can affect you, your family                

and your property.” 

ROBERT J. KULAS 
FLORIDA ESTATE AND MEDICAID PLANNING ATTORNEY 

http://kulaslaw.com/estate_planning/index.php/estate-planning/
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When it comes to estate planning in Florida, seniors need to be prepared. A 

comprehensive estate plan allows you to answer a number of vital questions that 

can affect you, your family, and your property. Even though you might have clear 

wishes about what you want to happen to you in the event you become sick, or 

what you want to happen to your property should you die, without a 

comprehensive estate plan you have no way of being sure that your wishes will be 

honored. 

THE DEFAULT PLAN YOU ALREADY HAVE 

While we routinely say that every capable adult in the state of Florida can create 

an estate plan, what most people don't realize is that they already have an 

effective estate plan in place. This is because a variety of state and federal laws 
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already predetermine what your estate planning choices are. Regardless of what 

you might want for yourself, these laws will control what happens to you and your 

assets should you one day become incapacitated or die. 

 

For example, should you die in the state of Florida leaving behind property, that 

property will have to go to new owners. But who inherits that property if you 

don't have an estate plan? Will it be your spouse? How much will your children 

inherit? What about your grandchildren, your church, or your favorite charity? 

What if, for example, you have been an avid supporter of a charitable 

organization and have repeatedly expressed your desire is to leave that charity at 

least a portion of your estate after you died? 

 

Should you die without an estate plan, none of your wishes or desires about 

inheritances will matter. The only 

thing that will matter are the 

intestacy laws the state of Florida 

has already adopted. These laws 

dictate who will inherit your 

property should you die without 

an estate plan, and none of them 

look to see what you would have 

wanted. 

ESTATE PLANNING CHOICES 

When you create an estate plan you make a variety of choices that only you get to 

make. These choices address questions about inheritances, long-term care, 
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medical treatment, and more. Further, your plan will make sure that you answer 

each of these vital questions in a way that will be legally recognized. 

For example, if you learn that you have Alzheimer's disease, you might decide 

that you want, or want to refuse, certain types of medical care in the event you 

lose your ability to make 

choices.   

 

Yet without making an estate 

plan, you cannot really be 

certain that your desires will 

be protected. A good estate 

plan, on the other hand, 

ensures this kind of 

protection. By creating 

various types of estate 

planning tools, such as advance medical directives or powers of attorney, you will 

be able to not only make specific decisions that will apply should you lose your 

ability to communicate or make choices, but you will also have the ability to 

appoint chosen representatives who will make those decisions on your behalf. 

 

Making these types of estate planning tools is absolutely essential for seniors 

because of the very distinct possibility that you might one day, in the near or 

distant future, loose your mental capacity. Should that happen, you will no longer 

have the ability to make an estate plan, and will rely on others to make your 

choices for you. 
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SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY 

For seniors, procrastination is not a word you can afford to use very often. Our 

needs change as we get older, and we have to be ready to change with them. 

Creating an estate plan that addresses all of the important issues you might face 

in the near or distant future is absolutely essential if you are senior citizen in the 

state of Florida.  

 

Regardless of your age, financial circumstances, or personal health, having an 

estate plan in place is something every senior needs to do. Unfortunately, though 

the attorneys and staff at the Robert J Kulas, PA have years of experience helping 

Florida seniors craft comprehensive estate plans, we cannot help you until you 

decide to talk to us.  

 

If you haven't done so yet, schedule an appointment to sit down and speak with 

us about the kind of plan you might need. Once you have taken the time to create 

a plan, you'll feel much better about the future, and will be able to rest easy 

knowing that you have done everything you can to protect yourself and your 

family. 
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About the Author 

Robert J Kulas 

Robert is the founder and principal shareholder in the Port St. Lucie and 
Vero Beach law offices of Robert J. Kulas, P.A. Because he believes that 
helping his clients manage their personal affairs wisely is one of the most 
worthwhile professional activities he can pursue, he has devoted his 
practice exclusively to estate planning. 

Robert has invested considerable time and energy helping to educate 
others in estate planning and is widely regarded as a dynamic speaker 

who can make even the most complex estate planning issues easy to grasp. He provides free 
monthly seminars to inform the public on the importance of proper estate planning. Over the 
past twenty years, thousands of people have come to hear him speak. “Helping people 
understand their options for estate planning is very important to me,” Robert said. “I like to 
think that people in our community can look to me for the kind of quality information they 
need to decide what is best for them and their families.” 

About Robert J. Kulas, P.A. Attorneys at Law 

Robert J. Kulas, P.A. Attorneys at Law is a full service estate planning and wealth preservation 
law firm servicing Port St. Lucie and Vero Beach, Florida. 

The firm is dedicated to providing you with quality estate planning resources, so you can 
become familiar with all of the existing options. When you visit or call the office, we want you 
to feel comfortable discussing such an important issue concerning both you and your family. 
We want to arm you with the information you need to make an informed decision about your 
family's future. 
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